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Source Comment Added Remarks 
R-I Recommend a new companion 

Regulatory Guide be written or revise 10 
CFR 55 to set uniform standards for 
requalification exams.  There are currently 
few enforcement tools regarding 
requalification exams.    

No Beyond the scope of the IP revision; 
requalification expectations set within 
the IP based upon past practices. 

R-I Pg. 7, first paragraph, section 03.02 add 
word “biennial” written examination   

Yes  

R-I Pg. 8 need clarification for what 
constitutes a crew for purposes of grading 
and SDP entry 

No Wording is sufficiently clear- “number 
of crews administered simulator 
scenarios” – not number of 
operational crews. 

R-I Sections 3.03, 3.04, 3.05, and 3.06 states 
inspector should not interfere with the 
licensee’s requalification process by 
suggesting modifications to test items.  If 
the exam is flawed and hasn’t been 
administered yet, would expect the 
licensee to fix the exam prior to 
administering it.   

No Intent is to review licensee’s exams, 
administered or planned, and not to 
interfere with their exam process.  IP 
would be over-reaching to have 
exams fixed in a short period of time  

R-I Section 3.04 and Appendix C – add 
standards for scenario level of difficulty 
out of NUREG-1021; establish limitations 
for malfunctions that require little or no 
operator analysis.    

Partially 
Added 

Added wording that a scenario event 
must contain verifiable operator 
actions and performance standards to 
count towards minimum number of 
events.  

R-I Section 3.05 needs to add standards for 
evaluation in making pass/fail decisions  

No Licensees have evaluation standards 
in their own procedures. 

R-I Section 3.05 – consider adding 
requirement that licensees evaluate 
operators at least in one scenario per 
year at Tech. Spec. minimum manning.   

No Beyond the scope of the IP to require 
the licensee to examine crews at TS 
minimum staffing. 

R-I, R-II Section 3.09 typo – Appendix G, not F  Yes  
R-I Section 3.10 – this whole section is too 

verbose and somewhat confusing in its 
message.  We do not want to give 
inspectors the impression that they should 
re-inspect areas that have already been 
inspected by the NRC.  Add focus to 
check for repetitive operator performance 
issues, and check licensee follow-up 
actions. 

Yes Section 03.10 was re-written – made 
shorter and more concise.  

R-I App. A – recommend reviewing two 
complete written exams; would be a fairer 
sample size. 

Partially 
Added 

If >20% of questions are flawed from 
the first written exam, the inspector is 
directed to review a second written 
exam. 

R-I App. A  - add remediation records Yes  
R-I App. A – add an * with a note showing 

which items should be reviewed prior to 
the on-site inspection. 

Yes  

R-I App. B – tables missing a column “3” Yes  
R-I App. B – add a column and a standard for 

evaluating SRO-only questions. 
No There is no particular requirement that 

licensees use SRO-only questions on 
requalification exams. 
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R-I App. C – add target number of events per 

scenario SET.  This guidance occurs in 
the current IP. 

No New process is to review individual 
scenarios.  If each scenario contains 
enough events, then a SET of two or 
more will contain enough events. 

R-I App. E item 3 – may be hard to track re-
use of individual scenario events.  In the 
past we looked at repeat scenarios as a 
whole, not repeat events  

No There only should be 8-12 scenarios 
in a testing cycle.  Important for exam 
security to look at repeat events and 
not just repeat scenarios. 

R-I App. E – add guidance for exam banks 
staying closed until a minimum number of 
test items has been reached.  

No Beyond the scope of the IP to suggest 
how licensees control their exam 
banks. 

R-I Section 3.11 b doesn’t follow IMC 2515 in 
discussing inspection observations with 
licensees.  Recommend using IMC 2515 
guidance, and deleting the word 
‘strengths’.  

Yes  

R-I Table 03.02-1 has a line for scenario 
failure rate, but this line is not referenced 
in the SDP.  

Yes  

R-I App. D checklist does not contain 
qualitative properties.  If LOD is low, 
should say scenario is flawed and use 
SDP for significance.  

Yes  

R-I Need to rethink looking for flawed 
scenario events.  In the past we have not 
done this and have reviewed scenarios 
and scenario sets as a whole.  

Yes  

R-I App. F – sample size for re-exams will be 
small, need to re-think <10% failure rate 
on re-exams leading to a finding. 

No Pass rates on re-exams should be 
higher than the first exam (where the 
threshold is set at 20%).  This 
indicates effective remediation. 

R-I Remove conducting control room 
observations during the biennial 
inspection.  Examiners likely won’t have 
time during the biennial inspection, and 
remembering to charge hours to 
7111111Q  is problematic.  

No The IP states that control room 
observations during the biennial 
inspection are optional at regional 
discretion.  

R-I Add an expectation that requalification 
exams contain a certain percentage of 
new test items 

No No current requirement for new items 
on requalification exams; IP would be 
over-reaching. 

R-I App. F item 1 consider adding an 
example where failure of an event 
classification could be re-examined using 
a JPM. 

Yes  

R-II Entire procedure comment:  How do you 
get a performance deficiency to get to the 
SDP?  

Yes Links to regulations added in Section 
02; performance deficiencies 
described in Appendices. 
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R-II For the PI&R section, recommend also 

reviewing operator performance problems 
which occur during training.  Why limit the 
PI&R review to operator problems which 
occur only in the plant?  

No 10 CFR 55.4 element 5 of SAT linked 
to “job setting” not training. 

R-II 02.09 and 02.10 typo – assess Yes  
R-II Table 03-01 typo – inspection Yes  
R-II Section 3.02 (Examination Results) is 

somewhat meaningless unless exam level 
of difficulty is fairly assessed. 

No Exam difficulty assessed every 
biennial inspection. 

R-II Section 3.02 – if any exam failure occurs, 
are we saying that this is a performance 
deficiency? 

Yes  

R-II Section 3.06 – nothing prevents operators 
from talking to each other.  How is 
security maintained with 50% exam 
overlap allowed? 

No Historically, 50% overlap has been set 
for maintaining exam security, even 
considering operators talking to one 
another. 

R-II Section 3.07 does not provide much help 
in assessing remediation and re-exams.  
Recommend that licensees analyze the 
underlying reasons for exam failures.   

No Licensees should do this anyway; IP 
is outcome-based (was remediation 
performed and was re-exam passed). 

R-II Section 3.08 – how do we handle a non-
compliance with license conditions that 
does not fit traditional enforcement (e.g., 
an operator makes an honest mistake 
when re-activating)?  Conformance with 
operator license conditions does not 
always impact the regulatory process or 
they are not willful.  

No Concern is unqualified or medically 
unfit operator standing watch.  NRC 
has historically used traditional 
enforcement for these cases.   

R-II No inspection hours added for PI&R or 
control room observations? 

No Hours added for control room 
observations.  PI&R replaced two 
sections from current IP (operating 
history and feedback) 

R-II App. B – change line for percent of 
question flaws to “yes” or “no” if >20% 
flawed.  Would eliminate block #8 on 
SDP.   

Yes   

R-II App. B – consider deleting language that 
states “For open-reference questions, 
distracters should be judged (as credible) 
as if the question was closed reference.”  
There could be instances where 
references make distracters non-credible.  

No References will make the vast 
majority of distracters non-credible.  
Questions and distracters should be 
reviewed at “face value” without 
references. 

R-II App. C – change line for percent of JPMs 
flaws to “yes” or “no” if >20% flawed.  
Would eliminate blocks 12 & 13 from 
SDP. 

Yes  
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R-II App. E item 3, are we saying training 

cycle or training week? 
Yes  

R-II App. H, page H-2, typo – an, items 3 and 
4.     

Yes  

R-II Page 1 extra “and” Yes  
R-II Section 03.09 - add a review for records 

which compare actual plant response 
during an event to simulator response.  

No This may be a requirement of 
simulator ANSI standard, so not 
addressed by the IP. 

R-II Section 03.09 – add a review for simulator 
modifications  

Yes  

R-II App. C – missing column 3 on first 
checklist, column 2 on scenario review 
checklist 

Yes  

R-II App. H page H-1 item 1 replace 
“appropriate” procedures with “current 
revision”.  

No Intent is to check not only revision but 
were the correct procedures used.   

R-II App. H - add use of self checking (STAR) 
to human observation checklist 

No It may be or may not be obvious that 
operators are self checking.  Difficult 
to assess. 

R-II App. H – add procedure abort criteria to 
activity briefing checklist      

Yes  

R-II App. H – add communication methods 
and contingencies to activity briefing 
checklist. 

Yes  

R-II Add to inspection bases section that the 
IP evaluates elements 4 and 5 of a SAT-
based training program as defined in 10 
CFR 55.4 

Yes  

R-II Section 03.10 – add wording for what to 
do if there are no samples  

No If no samples, the inspector has 
nothing to inspect. 

R-II Section 03.10 item c what are we 
assessing here?  Words left out? 

Yes  

R-II 
 
 
 
 
 
R-III 

App. B – written exam worksheet must be 
exactly precise in what constitutes an 
unsat. test item.  Do not mix words 
unacceptable and flawed on the 
worksheet.   
 
App. B – written exam worksheet has 
questions rated 1 through 5, but then 
defines flawed question as LOD < 1.  LOD 
cannot be less than 1. 

Yes  

R-III Page 2 - add to biennial review that if 
licensed operators are observed in the 
control room, that the activity observed 
should be of some operational or risk 
significance. 

No Wording in IP is sufficiently clear; 
additional wording in Section 03.11.  
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R-III Section 03.10 – add licensee’s feedback 

system to PI&R review.  Review of the 
feedback system should not be 
abandoned altogether. 

No Emphasis placed on in-plant operator 
performance.  Assessing feedback 
has always been difficult, and would 
consume inspector hours. 

R-III Revise the IP to replace wordy 
prepositions such as “with regards to” and 
remove unnecessary wording.  Break up 
long sentences and paragraphs.  The IP 
does not conform to the plain English 
writing standards contained in IMC 0400.  

Partially 
Added 

Entire IP was reviewed, and wordy 
prepositions and long sentences were 
corrected in many cases.  

R-III Delete portions of the IP that are 
redundant.  For example, common 
wording such as “issues shall be 
discussed with the facility licensee to 
assist in confirming the issue” are 
repeated in multiple IP sections.    

No Each IP inspection activity and 
corresponding section is meant to 
stand alone, so some redundancy is 
unavoidable. 

R-III Section 03.10 – second sentence in the 
second paragraph states the regulatory 
basis for PI&R per element 5 of a SAT.  
Delete this sentence or move it to the 
inspection bases section. 

Yes Section 03.10 was re-written – made 
shorter and more concise. 

R-III Section 03.10 – first sentence under the 
“General Guidance” provides context, but 
no benefit.  Delete it.    

Yes Section 03.10 was re-written – made 
shorter and more concise. 

R-III Section 03.08 – review of medicals could 
be improved if samples were selected 
prior to the on-site visit, to allow for in-
office review of Part 55 docket files prior 
to on-site review. 

Yes  

R-III App. B written exam question checklist 
has a level of knowledge block, but 
contains no info on what to do with LOK. 

Yes  

R-III App. B written exam question checklist 
does not contain a block for checking 
operational validity. 

No Difficult to assess. 

R-III App. E items for checking for test item 
repetition would be better placed when 
reviewing exam quality per App. B and C 

Partially 
Added 

Wording added to operating test 
review to check for test item 
repetition. 

R-III App. C checklist has no block or criteria 
for checking for time critical JPMs.  

No No requirement for time critical JPMs 
on requalification exams. 

R-III App. C checklist for flawed JPMs should 
refer to blocks 3 and 4, not blocks 4 and 
5. 

Yes  

R-III App C. checklist for flawed scenario 
events should refer to block 3, not block 
4. 

Yes  

R-III App. B checklist requires 30 questions, 
but written exam question checklist only 
contains 27 rows. 

Yes  
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R-IV Cite regulatory requirements associated 

with sections 02.02 through 02.07, plus 
section 02.10   (Sections 02.08 and 02.09 
are already cite the regulations).  R-IV 
provided regulatory language to be added 
to each of the mentioned sections. 

Yes  

R-IV Section 03.06 and App. E – ensure these 
sections are consistent with the wording 
of examination compromise contained in 
10 CFR 55.49. 

Yes  

R-IV The IP states to use 2 examiners/ 
inspectors to perform the biennial 
inspection.  This does not allow us the 
option of possibly using additional 
examiners/inspectors.  

Yes  

R-IV Section 02.07 – recommend expanding to 
look at all exam remediation, not just 
remediation for exam failures (e.g., add a 
review for “pass with remediation”). 

No IP is tied to regulatory requirements.  
“Pass with remediation” is beyond the 
scope of regulatory requirements, and 
up to each licensee.  

R-IV Page 5 – We do not directly inspect cross 
cutting areas.  

Yes  

R-IV General guidance section – conflicting 
info on performing additional activities:  
Do we need HQs concurrence or just 
Regional initiative to observe additional 
crews?     

Yes  

R-IV Section 03.06 – when checking for test 
item repetition, need to check between 
and AMONG other requalification exams.  
This prevents taking items from multiple 
exams, that could aggregate to greater 
than 50% overlap. 

No Current IP wording is adequately 
clear:  “repeat < 50% of test items that 
have been previously administered.”  
This checks for repeat test items on 
an exam from all exams used 
previously in a test cycle.    

R-IV Section 03.07 – for re-examinations, 
check for test item duplication from the 
exam that was failed AND from other 
exams given in the training cycle.  

Yes  

R-IV Section 03.10 – add documents for 
review:  end of cycle/mid cycle results.   

Yes  

R-IV App. E – reconsider checklist item 3, 
which requires a unique major transient in 
each weeks’ simulator scenarios.      

Yes Changed wording to “a variety of 
major transients.” 

R-IV App. A – add 16 documents (list provided) 
to the list of what an inspector typically 
reviews during the biennial inspection.   

Partially 
Added 

Some documents on the provided list 
were very specific and covered by the 
IP generically.  App. A is provided 
merely as a guide and is not all-
inclusive.  

R-IV App. E – add language to item 4 to clarify 
when sequestering is required:  when 
giving the same exam during the week, or 
due to overlap from previous exam 
weeks.  

Partially 
Added 

Sequestering only required within a 
given exam week.  Not required week 
to week due to exam overlap. 
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Source Comment Added Remarks 
R-IV Recommend having the resident 

inspectors perform the off-year exam 
results and document it in their quarterly 
review, instead of having regional 
examiners do this    

No Will continue to have the Regional 
examiners do this.  Will talk to RPS 
staff to add an annual time code. 

R-IV 
R-III 
R-II 

Add a time code to RPS for 71111.11A   No Not part of the revision to the IP itself, 
but this issue is understood.  Will talk 
to RPS staff to add an annual time 
code.   
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